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Abstract. The research aimed to describe the workability and sustainability of vocational school graduates as contract workers. The population was terminated workers, and the sample drawn by using snow ball technique amounted to 90 respondents. The data was collected by questionnaire. The results show: (1) 78% of respondents got job less than 6 months after graduation, 13% less than 12 months, and 5% more than 12 months; (2) 66% of the graduates got job facilitated by BKK, 15% by friend/family, 19% by self; (3) 86% of the workers left job because of contract termination, 14% to find other job; (4) 46% did not extend contract, 54% extended one time. (5) 42% of the workers got the first contract for 2 years, 33% for 12 months, 25% for less than 6 months. (6) 70% of the workers extended contract for 12 months, 25% for less than 6 months, and 5% for 2 years. After the contract termination, 20% doing uncertain jobs, 27% helping parents, 26% as entrepreneur, 27% as jobless.
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1 Introduction

The revitalization of vocational education by the government cq. the Ministry of Education and Culture aimed to support the development of human resources of the country, because competitive and skill work force produced by high quality of education and training needed by the world of industry [1]. The program of revitalization of Vocational School based on the Presidential Instruction No 9 Tahun 2016 to upgrade the quality of man power to face the 4.0 technology development. There is a need to stress again the spirit of link and match, the iconic of vocational education in order that the graduates of vocational school ready to enter the world of work soon after their graduation. The link and match spirit now enforced by the spirit of ‘vocational school can be excellence’ which is always brought in every event of skill competition among vocational school students. The programs that will be affected in the revitalization among others maritime, textile, automotive, mechatronics, electronics and creative industries [2].

But a concern exists during the last view years because there is the fact that vocational school graduates contributes to the highest proportion of open unemployment in
the country compared to other level of school graduates. The data from the Statistic Board Centre shows that during the 2017 the unemployment of vocational school graduates was 11.41%, the highest among the other level of school graduates. On February 2019 the unemployment of vocational school graduates was 8.63% it was lower than the data of February 2018 which was 8.92%, though it was still the highest percentage compare to other level of school graduates.

Having a job soon after graduation of a school is the willing of every school graduate and his parent, including vocational school graduates, but having a job match with the competence is very important for the sustainability of the job. Working without exercising competence faces a big chance of losing the job as caused by reorganization of the work/industry or modernization of machinery. Modernization of machinery in industry to be more efficient in production process can cause in reducing 40% to 75% workers [3]. Unskilled or low skilled workers, or even with no skill at all will be the first of losing their jobs. As long as the worker is poorly trained, as long as he is an inefficient factor in production and his place is easily filled, he can be dominated through fear of losing a poor job [4].

Man power is a crucial component in the process of production system. Competent worker can give significant influence in producing high quality of products or services for the advantages of company. Watching from the other side, workers having high skill in his/her area of competence will have a power to influence in determining hours, wages and working conditions. Therefore, let the worker become a skilledartisan or let him having a combination of cooperation gain control of the supply of the product that he has to sell, then he becomes a potent factor in determining hours, wages and working conditions. Moreover, as soon as he becomes a skilled worker, his power and importance as a citizen are enhanced and he begins to tamper with the machinery at the source of his master’s political strength [4].

The cost of conducting vocational school is higher than general school [5-7]. On the other hand, students of vocational school generally come from low income families [7, 8]. Students enter the vocational school in order to have job soon after graduation to avoid the dependence to their parents and society. The tuition fee from the student of vocational school can not cover the spending of operational budget of vocational school. Therefore, vocational school need to be supported politically and financially by the government in order the students of low income families to have good training, so that they can enter the world of work soon after graduation and can be productive workers. It is ironic whenever the high cost of schooling can not produce high skill graduates, this is a wasting time, money and man power. In the situation in which the number of professional teachers for vocational schools running down, the teachers who are in working should be optimized. Vocational schools in the country need more than 119 thousands professional vocational school’s teachers, and specifically for public vocational schools needs 71,830 teachers to operate normally [9].

Open unemployment of vocational school graduates can be divided into two groups. The first group is the graduates of vocational school who never have a job or never work, and the second group is the graduates of vocational school who have ever been a worker in company as a contract worker and then terminated. While the first group usually including fresh graduates and the graduates of a view years before but do not have a job that mostly in the age of around 18-20, the age of the second group usually over 20 and under 24 years old.
2 Research Method

The goals of the research was to describe the workability of vocational school graduates, whether the graduates can get job soon after the graduation, and whether the job match with the competence the graduates training in vocational high school. The highly match between the competence of the worker and the skill required for handling a job is very crucial for the sustainability the job by the graduates to be an efficient worker until the age of retirement.

The study used a quantitative approach, and this was a survey research. A survey research can be descriptive to get data from the past or the present. The research took place in Yogyakarta and some cities of southern Central Java. The subjects of the research were vocational high school graduates who worked in industry/company as contract workers, and then terminated.. The graduates don’t work anymore because the contract with the company is expire. The sample of the study withdrew by using snowball sampling technique amounted to 90 respondents. A questionnaire was used to collect data from respondents and completed by interview. The data was statistically analyzed using percentage formula, and to capture the deep meaning, the data also qualitatively analyzed.

3 Results and Discussion

Accounted to 52% of the respondents got their first job less than 3 months after their graduation, 29% respondents got their job after three months of their graduation but less than 6 months, 9% respondents got their first job after six months of their graduation but less than nine months, and 10% of the respondents got their first job after 9 and 12 months after their graduation. This result shows that the goal of vocational education in order the graduates to get job soon after their graduation is relatively realized. Even most of the 52% of the respondents who got job less than 3 months after their graduation actually they got job in the event of job fair held by the Association of Special Job Recruitment (ABKK) before their graduation. This finding parallel to the result of a research conducted by Kartika Sari and Putu Sudira [10], that waiting time for vocational school graduates range from three to six months after graduation, but to the researchers the waiting time dependents on the activeness of the graduates of seeing job market.

Accounted to 43% of the respondents got their first job not match with the skill the graduates learned in vocational school, 24% perceive low matching, 28% match enough and 5% perceive highly match. This result shows that just 28% and 5% of the respondents get a job that really match to their skill that can insurance the sustainability of having the job by the workers. Working in job not exercising competence will take a risk of loosing the job, because the workers cannot exercise their competence as the skills that enable them to perform successfully in specific tasks, and therefore would be an inefficient factor in production [11]. Consequently the worker would be dominated through fear of losing a poor job. The proportion of 43% and 24% of the respondents
have the risk of low wage, uncomfortable job facility and have no power to bargain their position in making decision in the work place.

A match between the competence of the worker and the skill required by the job is necessary but it is not enough to sustain the job for the worker. There should be a match the level of the skill between the two in order for the worker to stay in his/her position. The development of science and technology may cause unskilled workers losing of their jobs. The result of the research shows that 26% of the respondents who perceive a match between their competence and the skill needed to handle a job, stated that the level of the skill between the two is not match, 28% stated less match, 36% said there is enough match, and 5% said highly match. From this result it can be infer that to handle a job effectively, the skill level of the respondents need to be upgrade to higher level as required. This result indicate the need to synchronize the curriculum contents to the need of employers, or companies [12-14]. This result also can figure that 54% of the respondents who perceive the matching between the skill they have and the required skill by the job is facing the risk of losing their job, unless there would be a training to advance the work capacity of the workers.

The problem exists whenever the graduates take the job that in fact not match with their competence. A competence is a skill that enable a person to successfully perform specific tasks in a work environment. The concept of competence also include practical and theoretical knowledge, attitudes, and personal and social skills [11]. The graduates put the first priority of getting job soon rather than waiting for a job that match to their competence to show their best performance in work in order to get the best pay. The concern from the beginning when the students and their parent decided to choose vocational school for schooling is to have job soon after the schooling. Both the graduates and their parents proud of having a job in big city, no matter that the job not match with the training skill of the graduates, and what ever the salary that would be earned. The graduates do not consider the importance of job satisfaction that includes good payment, interesting tasks, a safe employment, good social surrounding, enough leisure time, low achievement pressure, and enough freedom of choice [15]. The graduates also do not think the future of the job, whether it will be sustainable or not.

Accounted to 66% of the vocational school graduates got their first job through job fair facilitated by the board of special job recruitment (BKK), appointed by every vocational school to market their graduates. The special job recruitment in vocational high school was founded on the basis of the Decree of the Director General of Binapenta No. Kep.131/DPPTKN/XI/2004, specifically article (1) and (2). The work scope of the special job recruitment including registration and data collection of job opportunities vacancies; giving guidance to graduates, offering to users of labor, carrying out verification as a follow up to the delivery and placement that has been done; and the implementation of job fair and similar activities[16].

Three parties have the advantages from the job fair conducted by ABKK. The first party is the graduates who have easier to get a job because it is facilitated by the BKK/ABKK. The graduates were assisted in writing proposal to companies, getting a yellow card from the government as a job seeker, assisted by the BKK/ABKK in correspondence with companies, and before leaving to the work place, the BKK gives orientation to the worker candidates on work culture, regulations of the company,
The second party is the companies with the advantage of easier to recruit workers through job fair facilitated by BKK/ABKK, especially in test administration in order to find qualified workers, either oral test or written test. The ABKK assists the companies in correspondence with the worker candidates, in handling documents from the worker candidates. The third party is the schools, the vocational school has a medium in marketing the graduates as the responsibility to the community and the parents of the students in conducting schooling. It is also a form of responsibility of vocational school to help the graduates to get a job soon after their graduation.

Accounts to 86% respondents get their first job after graduation as contract worker. The appointment of the contract workers based on the Constitution No. 13 Tahun 2013 and the Ministry of Man Power and Transmigration Regulation No. 07/Men/IV/2008 on Placement of workforce (man power). In article no. 52 of the Constitution it is stated that work contract can be extended to the second contract for one times. After the second contract, that is after the contract had been extended, if the company still need the worker, the company should appoint as a permanent worker.

The hope of the respondents who were the vocational school graduates and their parent to be appointed/assigned as permanent workers after the contract finish can not be a reality. Most of the contract workers as the respondent of this research, were terminated as workers and were not appointed as permanent workers. It means the workers can not sustain their job. As illustrated by the Head of the Association of Special Job Recruitment that there was a company hired 137 vocational high school graduates as contract workers, and at the end of the contract there were only two persons appointed as permanent workers. Other informant as a head of a company said that it is very rare contract workers assigned as permanent workers after they work for 2 to 3 years. The company prefer to recruit new workers from fresh graduates of vocational high school.

There are two factors hinder the respondents to be assigned as permanent workers after their 2 to 3 years in work. The first factor is the unmatch between the skill the workers training in school and the skill required for the job. The workers can be categorised as unskilled workers, so their position can be easily filled by other workers with the same condition. In this situation, the respondents as semi-skills workers finding themselves in lower ranking jobs because the number of graduates in the labor force outpace the number of graduates jobs [17]. This argument can be justified by the fact that after the termination of the workers, the company hires fresh graduates from the same vocational schools as the substitution of the terminated workers. The second factor hinders the contract workers to be assigned as permanent is the appointment/hiring the worker as contract worker in a limited time, from 3 months to 24 months for the bases of appointment. Although the contract can be extended, there is only for one times with the maximum extention of 24 months, and then terminated.

The result of the research shows that companies prefer to hire workers having good work habits and attitudes, discipline, honest, and other good characteristics. Sometimes this skill is called general skills wich consists of soft skills, social skills and communicaticon skills [18]. The companies rather put aside the technical capability of the candidates because this technical skill can be learn on the job. This is one of the reason the companies trace the record of the graduates to the school to make sure the soft skill mastered by the graduates [19]. It is similar situation to the West, especially Great...
Britain two decade a go that the qualities which employers want in school leavers are the ability to learn, the ability to get on well with other people, the ability to communicate, reliability, and an understanding of how the community’s wealth is created. The employers tend to favor applicants with academic rather than vocational educational backgrounds, and place premium not on technical skill but on good work habits and attitudes [5, 14, 20]. There should be a good collaboration between companies and vocational school in order the school to produce graduates who are ready to enter the world of work. But even in Germany this kind of collaboration does not running well in mass level, just about 30% of companies involved in the collaboration [21]. To serve the need of workforce in companies, the curriculum of vocational education should be made relevant to the need of employers, a curriculum is needed in which practical work is the base, and subjects are integrated with students practical work experience[22].

4 Conclusion

The goal of vocational high school of having the graduates to get job soon after the graduation relatively can be realized. It shown by more than 50% of the graduates get job within three months after their graduation, even the graduates get their first job before the national final examination is conducted by the government. But not all of the graduates who get job soon after graduation match with their skill, on the contrary that almost 66% of the graduates get job not match between their training skill and the skill required by the job.

Because the low matching between the skill/competence of the graduates and the skill required by the job, most of the graduates terminated from the job after their contract expire. The vocational high school graduates who ever been a contract workers cannot sustain their job, and to be jobless by the age before 24 years old. The terminated contract workers need to upgrade their skill in order to sustain their job, or in order to get other job.
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